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Abstract

One potentially cost-effective approach to harvesting solar power from space is the use of thousands of individual robots moving in formation, each with a piece of solar panel attached, to form a solar panel array. In previous work, we demonstrated an algorithm that treats a group of robots as a 1-dimensional cellular automaton, which is able to establish formations defined by a single mathematical function. We now extend the algorithm to establish grid formations. Formations Defined by a Single Function

Each robot is represented as a cell $c_i$ in a cellular automaton, where $i$ refers to the index within the automaton. Each cell is in a neighborhood $\{c_{i-1}, c_i, c_{i+1}\}$, where $c_{i-1}$ and $c_{i+1}$ refer to the left and right neighbors of $c_i$, respectively. A desired formation $F$ is defined by a geometric description (i.e., a single mathematical function) $f(x)$. This definition is sent to some robot, designating it as the seed cell $c_{\text{seed}}$ of the automaton. For purposes of determining relationships with neighboring robots, a cell considers itself to be at some function-relative position $p_i$ (Eq. 1); in the case of $c_{\text{seed}}$, the position $p_{\text{seed}}$ is given and serves as a starting point from which the formation and relationships will propagate. The desired relationship $r_{\text{seed}}$ between $c_i$ and some neighbor $c_j$ is determined by calculating a vector $v$ from $p_i$ to the intersection of $f(x_j)$ and a circle centered at $p_i$ with radius $R$, where $R$ is the desired distance between neighbors in the formation (Eq. 2 & 3). Formation and relationship information are communicated locally within the neighborhood. Using only sensor readings, robots calculate an actual relationship $r_{\text{act}}$ with a neighbor $c_j$. Correcting for discrepancies between $r_{\text{seed}}$ and $r_{\text{act}}$ produces robot movements that result in the desired global structure (Fig. 1) (Mead et al. 2007).

$p_i = c_j, f(x_j) \quad (Eq. 1)$
Formations Defined by Multiple Functions

We now extend our initial formation definition $F$ to include more than one function: \{f_1(x), f_2(x), \ldots, f_n(x)\}, where $n$ is the number of functions. Each function is considered individually for purposes of calculating desired relationships and, thus, generates its own 1-dimensional neighborhood (as above); this results in $n$ 1-dimensional neighborhoods. We write the neighborhood for a function $f_m(x)$ to be $\{c_{i,j}, c_{i}, c_{i+1}\}$, where $1 \leq m \leq n$. The combined neighborhood can then be represented as $\{\{c_{i,j}, c_{i}, c_{i+1}\}, \{c_{i+2,j}, c_{i}, c_{i+1}\}, \ldots, \{c_{i+n,j}, c_{i}, c_{i+1}\}\}$ or $\{\{c_{i,j}, c_{i}, c_{i+1}\}, \{c_{i+2,j}, c_{i}, c_{i+1}\}, \ldots, \{c_{i+n,j}, c_{i}, c_{i+1}\}\}$. We refer to some neighbor $c_i$ where $m$ refers to the function upon which $j$ is an index to a neighboring cell. This distinction is important when determining a reference neighbor. Mead et al. (2007) provides a method for this based on the principle that the neighbor of $c_i$ whose function-relative position is closest to $p_{seed}$ will be the most reliable robot to reference; however, this method given only considers neighborhoods with two neighbors. We now extend this to consider all neighbors within a neighborhood defined by multiple functions.

For the purposes of SSP, we aim to generate a hexagonal lattice structure (Landis 2004). As an example, we define a formation $F$ by three functions: $f_1(x) = 0$, $f_2(x) = x \sqrt{3}$, and $f_3(x) = -x \sqrt{3}$. Solving Equation (3) for each of these functions yields a total of six desired relationships. As before, the definition and relationships are propagated to neighboring cells, which repeat the process. Using the standard implementation of the algorithm, the resulting formation would be a sort of “six-armed structure”. This is the product of the $p_i$ term in Equation (2), which considers the cell $c_i$ to be at position $p_i$ on some function. While this may be desirable for some applications, it deviates from our goal of a lattice. By removing the $p_i$ term from Equation (2), all cells will be considered at the origin when calculating their desired relationships. Note that the $p_i$ term is only removed from the equation (i.e., not the algorithm as a whole)—it is still propagated within the automaton for purposes of determining the aforementioned reference neighbor. This seemingly minor change produces significant results: cells develop common neighbors as neighborhoods intersect one another; a hexagonal lattice results (Fig. 2).

Physical Implementation

If the robots are not initially put in a formation, then a neighborhood must be established dynamically. This is done by implementing a market-based auctioning method, where a neighbor is chosen based on its distance to the desired location in the formation. However, this results in the problem of identical robots identifying their neighbors, which is analogous to being in a room of people that look exactly alike; if one person speaks (i.e., sends a message) without further sensory input, such as auditory localization, it is impossible to determine who was speaking. We overcome this using a colored bar-coding ID system. Each robot features a three-color column; the unique location of the ID bar (in relation to the top and bottom color bars) is proportional to the ID of the robot.

This extension of the algorithm is currently being implemented on eighteen robots (Mead et al. 2007).
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